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Introduction
Welcome to MaoCat World

The 2024 Ethereum Denkun upgrade has been completed.
We are “MAO”, a cat born in the Ethereum ecosystem ERC-20.
We are MAO Cats, derived from the Chinese word Máo, meaning cat.
If before there were dogs and frogs, now in the cat era we have MAO.

We are more than just memes, there is a lot to the Ethereum ecosystem.
Let’s connect the functions.

PLAY TO WIN “MAO GAME”
Collect 10,000 “MAO CAT NFTS” based on ERC-721 tokens

DEFI-based “MAO SWAP”

NFT Marketplace “MAO Marketplace”

In the future, we will create a MAO world in the Ethereum ecosystem.
Our start begins now.

There are three representative ecosystems in MAO CAT WORLD.

The governance token primarily used in this ecosystem is $mao.



THE MAO CAT WORLD

We have three representative ecosystems.
$Mao is the primary governance token to be used in this ecosystem.

We will even dominate the defi area,
which is the basis of WEB3. We can
prepare a launchpad for cats and

memes similar to us. Equipped with
DEX functions such as launchpad

function and MAO POOL MAO SWAP
We will further expand the MAO

ecosystem.

We will initially issue 10,000 random
MAO CAT NFTs. Our community will

continue to expand. Holders of MAO
CAT NFT can enjoy more and more
opportunities in the MAO world. You

will enjoy effective benefits. In order to
participate in the initial minting, A

certain period of $MAO staking may
be required. Additionally, an NFT

marketplace dedicated to MAO CAT
will also be launched.

MAO SWAP MAO NFTs MAO GAME

We use the MAO character as a
representative model. You can play in

P2E games. Build your LAND, grow it,
save it, and fight. In order to initially
prepare LAND and character NFT in

MAO GAME You will need $MAO. Tier-
specific rewards add fun elements



-FARMING
MAO SWAP DEX may launch a Fixed Staking feature
Implemented on the ETH chain. Could be the first cat DEX
MAO SWAP aims to provide users with the most profitable and convenient products to earn cryptocurrency. Locked
staking offers users the following outstanding benefits:

-Fixed APR%
-Staking Token Rewards
-Unique features for MAO SWAP users
-Profitable rewards every day
-Staking/unstaking function

MAO SWAP (FARMING AND DEFI)
In MAO SWAP V1, you can experience Web 3.0 and

various DEFI ecosystem functions.

-SWAP & LIQUIDITY
We present MAOSWAP V1, an innovative decentralized exchange protocol that uses a novel decentralized centralized
liquidity mechanism as an Automated Market Maker (AMM) on the ETH Smart Chain.
Biswap V1 is specifically designed to run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine and increases trading volume and LP returns,
ensuring a stable Annual Percentage Rate (APR).
This mechanism combines the concentrated liquidity of liquidity providers with the one-time liquidity of limit orders,
minimizing price downside during trading and allowing flexibility in limit orders.
The introduction of MAOSWAP V1 aims to advance the DeFi ecosystem by providing greater capital efficiency, control and
flexibility to liquidity providers and implementing new features.

-LAUNCHEDPAD (IDO)
New and cool features of MAOSWAP DEX will also be added.
Powerful blockchain projects can launch their tokens through MAO SWAP’s initial DEX offering.
Cats in particular will receive more attention.
The IDO process built on MAOSWAP is very effective and provides powerful utility for newly launched tokens.
What is IDO?
IDO (Initial DEX Offering) is the process by which a project releases tokens through a DEX liquidity exchange. Through IDO,
blockchain projects and MAOSWAP strengthen their products.
In order to participate in the launchpad that will be released by MAOSWAP in the future,
You may need $MAO and $ETH.

-NFT MINT & NFT MARKET PLACE
MAO SWAP allows you to freely issue NFTs.
You can mint secondary MAO MEME photos and various NFTs.
And after issuance, you can immediately register, buy, and sell on MAO NFT MARKETPLACE.
Related features can be found in more detail at MAO NFT MARKETPLACE.

- To be added in the future



MAO NFT MARKETPLACE

The NFT market continues to explode in popularity and volume

It is now important to expand platform offerings to capture this segment market segment.

There is a wide array of popular, gaming, and collectibles markets.
In all these cases, the collection has something to do with the growth of the basic project.
This often involves numerous NFTs being sold to numerous private collectors.
Additionally, NFTs have varying levels of expectancy and scarcity depending on their unique properties.
So these NFTs aren't just about using artwork or in-game items.
Metaverse and gaming experiences, physical products or content (e.g. TV, movies, comic books), etc.
As the underlying project builds the product, its value can be assessed.
We only utilize potential collectibles.



MAO NFT MARKETPLACE
MAO CAT’s NFT collection includes:



We plan to release 10,000 very unique NFT tiers.

-Common = 5,000
-Uncommon = 3,000
-Rare = 1,500
-Unique = 400
-Legendary = 100

MAO CAT’s NFT 10,000 collection tier rarity

As the number of holders of MAO CAT NFT increases, we
expect the influence of MAO CAT to grow.

You can receive various benefits from MAO CAT WORLD
by tier level.

Imagine the benefits of owning a rare and legendary
MAO CAT NFT.

We plan to mint fairly.
We reveal the MINT & REVEAL method.

Where possible, we will provide you with the opportunity
to acquire NFT collections publicly.

However, there may be conditions for pre mint.
For example, you must have a certain amount of $mao.
Initial mint of MAO CAT NFT requires holding a certain
amount of $MAO for a certain period of time.
WL permission may be provided.

MAO NFT MARKETPLACE



MOO Games (Play-to-Earn)
It can become a key part of MAO CAT WORLD. It's a Mao game.

Mao Cat's representative 3D character model is the main character.
MAO CAT World allows you to build your own LAND NFTs, engage in
economic activities, and engage in PVP battles.

And you can wear NFT equipment, NFT clothing, NFT accessories, NFT,
etc. and sell them on the mao marketplace.
You can strengthen your own MAO CAT character and expand your
own area of     the maocat world.

Examples of MAO CAT CHARACTER:



LAND NFT

LAND NFT 01 LAND NFT 02

LAND NFT 03 LAND NFT 04



Roadmap
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

MAO CAT LAUNCHED
Staking For $MAO Launched
MAO CAT Community Twitter (X) Account Launch
MAO CAT Community Telegram Account Launch
MAO CAT Community Youtube) Account Launch
MAO CAT Community instragram Account Launch
Marketing Socilas

$MAO Claim
$MAO Listing
$Bigger And Better Exchanges
$MAO GAME DEVELOPMENT
$10000 HOLDER
$MAO SWAP Launch

MAO CAT GAME Launch
MAO CAT 10,000 NFTs Launch
OPENSEA,BLUR 10,000 NFTS NFT Exchange Listing
MAO CAT NFT Marketplace Launch
For The Great MAO CAT



Pre-sale
54%

Staking Reward
20%

Private Sale
16%

DEX Liquidity
10%

MAO CAT goes through a fair distribution process for everyone.
If VCs monopolized most of the initial volume in the existing cryptocurrency market,
We offer everyone the opportunity to get $MAO early.

TOKENOMICS

[Advantages]
-Fair distribution
-Purchase $ 0% sales tax
-Staking Rewards
-Low team vesting

Total Supply: 5,000,000,000
Ticker: $MAO
Name: Mao Cat

Pre-sale: 54%
DEX Liquidity: 10%
Staking Reward: 20%
Private Sale: 16%



Disclaimer

This token is simple paying homage to a meme we
all love and recognise.

$MAO is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or expectation
of financial return. there is no formal team or roadmap

the coin is completely useless and for entertainment purposes only
cryptocurrency may be unregulated in your jurisdiction the value of

cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up profits may be subject to
capital gains or there taxes applicable in your jurisdiction

Mao Cat


